
On 16/09/2021 Royal Decree Law 17/2021 took effect with a package of measures aimed at 
reducing electricity bills in the short term.

Electricity tax reduction:

All invoices issued between 16/09/2021 and 31/12/2021 will benefit from a reduction of the 
electricity tax from 5.11269632% to 0.5%.

This measure affects all consumers, both domestic and professional/industrial.

System charge reduction

All consumption between 16/09/2021 and 31/12/2021 is subject to a significant reduction in 
system charges.

System charges are one of the fixed components paid at the final price of the power and energy 
terms of the bill. Therefore, this measure directly reduces the price to be paid for these two 
items considerably.

This measure also affects all consumers, both domestic and professional/industrial.

This discount will appear separately on bills. This means you will see the same price on your bill 
as you have been paying to date and a discount line with the amount to be deducted according 
to the contracted tariff.

The following table shows the amount that will be deducted directly from the power and 
energy terms according to the contracted tariff. Remember that a domestic tariff is 2.0TD.
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POWER CHARGES DISCOUNTS (€/kW year) 

P1

2.0TD -6,921283 -0,445122

-8,600267 -4,303889 -3,126874 -3,126874 -3,126874 -1,433378

-8,927452 -4,467773 -3,246346 -3,246346 -3,246346 -1,487909

-5,242503 -2,624043 -1,906365 -1,906365 -1,906365 -0,873751

-4,197575 -2,100577 -1,526155 -1,526155 -1,526155 -0,699596

-2,053314 -1,027513 -0,746659 -0,746659 -0,746659 -0,342219

3.0TD

6.1TD

6.2TD

6.3TD

6.4TD

P2 P3 P4 P5 P6



Power:
 
P1 = 5,000 kW x 16 dies x 0,084035€ kW/día   6,72€
P1 = 5,000 kW x 16 dies x -0,018963€ kW/día  -1,52€

P2 = 5,000 kW x 16 dies x 0,003902€ kW/día   0,31€
P2 = 5,000 kW x 16 dies x -0,001219€ kW/día  -0,10€
El importe total de los peajes es de 6,93€

Energy:

P1 = 16,00 kWh x 0,267526€ kWh    4,28€
P1 = 16,00 kWh x -0,101607€ kWh   -1,63€
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The bill will therefore appear as follows:

These two measures are in addition to the measures approved in Royal Decree 12/2021 and 
which were applied as of 26/06/21

 • VAT reduction from 21% to 10% for up to 10 kW of contracted utility power.
 • Generation tax abolition
As always, we are at your disposal for any questions you may have about these measures 
through our usual channels:

 • By phone: +34 900 373 417
 • By e-mail at oficinas@uenergia.es
 • On our website, uenergia.es/en/contact/

The U energia team
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ENERGY CHARGES DISCOUNTS (€/kWh) 

P1

2.0TD -0,101607 -0,020321 -0,005080

-0,056643 -0,041940 -0,022657 -0,011328 -0,007262 -0,004532

-0,030800 -0,022815 -0,012320 -0,006160 -0,003948 -0,002464

-0,014451 -0,010704 -0,005781 -0,002890 -0,001853 -0,001156

-0,011846 -0,008775 -0,004738 -0,002370 -0,001519 -0,000947

-0,004500 -0,003333 -0,001800 -0,000900 -0,000577 -0,000360

3.0TD

6.1TD

6.2TD

6.3TD

6.4TD

P2 P3 P4 P5 P6


